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Why focus on household Why focus on household 
efficiency?efficiency?

That’s where most of the nearThat’s where most of the near--term term 
potential savings liepotential savings lie
Efficiency is not perceived as involving Efficiency is not perceived as involving 
loss of wellloss of well--beingbeing
Effects of action maintain themselvesEffects of action maintain themselves



Why social science is needed Why social science is needed 
(beyond economics)(beyond economics)

Policies rely on an overly narrow model of Policies rely on an overly narrow model of 
behavior (Physicalbehavior (Physical--TechnicalTechnical--Economic model) Economic model) 
Policies neglect important nonPolicies neglect important non--financial financial 
influences on behavior (e.g., agency issues, influences on behavior (e.g., agency issues, 
costs of acquiring information, access to costs of acquiring information, access to 
trustworthy products/services):  trustworthy products/services):  There are good There are good 
reasons people fail to do what saves moneyreasons people fail to do what saves money
Effective policies address both financial and  Effective policies address both financial and  
nonnon--financial barriers to adoption of technologyfinancial barriers to adoption of technology



How important are NonHow important are Non--Financial Financial 
Factors? Factors? 
Three incentive programs from the early 1980sThree incentive programs from the early 1980s

ProgramProgram IncentiveIncentive MedianMedian
AdoptionAdoption
(%/yr)(%/yr)

LowestLowest
AdoptionAdoption
raterate

HighestHighest
AdoptionAdoption
raterate

Highest/Highest/
LowestLowest
ratioratio

NY NY 
programprogram
(1978(1978--84)84)

Modest Modest 
loan loan 
subsidysubsidy

0.120.12 0.010.01 0.510.51 51.051.0

BPA pilot BPA pilot 
programprogram

LongLong--
term 0% term 0% 
loanloan

4.44.4 0.80.8 10.410.4 13.013.0

BPA BPA 
interim interim 
programprogram

Grant of Grant of 
~93% of ~93% of 
costcost

8.68.6 1.41.4 19.319.3 13.813.8



Lessons from the ‘80sLessons from the ‘80s
Incentives necessary for inducing investmentIncentives necessary for inducing investment
NonNon--financial factors are key barriers to actionfinancial factors are key barriers to action
Incentives often work best when combined with Incentives often work best when combined with 
other approaches.  These include:other approaches.  These include:

Marketing Marketing to get the incentives noticed (including to get the incentives noticed (including 
social marketing)social marketing)
Make the program Make the program convenientconvenient to useto use
Ensure accessible Ensure accessible information information about the desired about the desired 
action (how to do it, what to expect)action (how to do it, what to expect)
Provide for Provide for quality assurancequality assurance that the products or that the products or 
services will produce as promisedservices will produce as promised



Grading some recent programs:Grading some recent programs:
Cash for Clunkers  (CARS) Cash for Clunkers  (CARS) 

Grades on policy criteriaGrades on policy criteria

Environmental effectiveness:  CEnvironmental effectiveness:  C
(cars purchased exceeded fleet average only (cars purchased exceeded fleet average only 
moderately)moderately)

CostCost--effectiveness:  D  effectiveness:  D  



Grading Cash for ClunkersGrading Cash for Clunkers

Grades on behavioral criteria  Grades on behavioral criteria  
Increase in new vehicle sales: AIncrease in new vehicle sales: A

Marketing:  A+ (media saturation, at no cost Marketing:  A+ (media saturation, at no cost 
to taxpayers)to taxpayers)
Convenience:  A  (oneConvenience:  A  (one--stop shopping, no stop shopping, no 
paperwork for consumers, instant rebate)paperwork for consumers, instant rebate)
Information:  AInformation:  A
Quality assurance:  A (easy to learn quality Quality assurance:  A (easy to learn quality 
of cars)of cars)



Grading the 30% residential energy Grading the 30% residential energy 
efficiency tax creditefficiency tax credit

Behavioral criteriaBehavioral criteria
Increased investment in retrofits:  Unknown so farIncreased investment in retrofits:  Unknown so far

Marketing:  D (how many know about it?)Marketing:  D (how many know about it?)
Convenience:  C (save receipts, file return next Convenience:  C (save receipts, file return next 
year, wait to collect)year, wait to collect)
Information:  B (fairly clear procedure to get credit)Information:  B (fairly clear procedure to get credit)
Quality assurance: D (shopping for retrofits is Quality assurance: D (shopping for retrofits is 
difficult)difficult)



Grading residential solar Grading residential solar 
photovoltaic incentives (NJ)photovoltaic incentives (NJ)

Behavioral criteriaBehavioral criteria
Investments in solar:  Unknown so farInvestments in solar:  Unknown so far

Marketing:  D (every state different, few if any Marketing:  D (every state different, few if any 
advertise)advertise)
Convenience:  F (state credits + renewable energy Convenience:  F (state credits + renewable energy 
credits traded in market, complicated application credits traded in market, complicated application 
procedure, deadline to complete)procedure, deadline to complete)
Information:  D (complicated program, information Information:  D (complicated program, information 
hard to understand; must depend on installer)hard to understand; must depend on installer)
Quality assurance:  F (state lists contractors; caveat Quality assurance:  F (state lists contractors; caveat 
emptor)emptor)



A policy strategy for energy A policy strategy for energy 
efficiency:  Make it easierefficiency:  Make it easier

MarketingMarketing
Create incentives to get vendors to do marketingCreate incentives to get vendors to do marketing
Look for opportunities for word of mouthLook for opportunities for word of mouth

ConvenienceConvenience
Design program from consumer’s standpoint; minimize hoopsDesign program from consumer’s standpoint; minimize hoops

InformationInformation
Develop credible information on effects of home retrofitsDevelop credible information on effects of home retrofits
Invest in making information accessible and clearInvest in making information accessible and clear
Provide information on effects after the factProvide information on effects after the fact

Quality assuranceQuality assurance
Develop systems for rating service providersDevelop systems for rating service providers
Inspections of workInspections of work



Some promising possibilities:  Some promising possibilities:  
Develop more useful informationDevelop more useful information

Develop credible measures of energy Develop credible measures of energy 
cost of home occupancy for houses, cost of home occupancy for houses, 
apartmentsapartments
Improve feedback devices, including for Improve feedback devices, including for 
efficiency investments, to publicize efficiency investments, to publicize 
savingssavings
Human factors design for smart metersHuman factors design for smart meters



Some promising possibilities:  Some promising possibilities:  
Policy ideasPolicy ideas

•• Invisible loans:  Invisible loans:  LowLow--interest loan paid in interest loan paid in 
utility bill so that monthly bill is lowerutility bill so that monthly bill is lower

•• Home energy cost of occupancy Home energy cost of occupancy 
disclosure requirement at transfer disclosure requirement at transfer (this (this 
can create an incentive for rentals)can create an incentive for rentals)

•• Combine above with invisible loansCombine above with invisible loans
•• Cash for appliance clunkersCash for appliance clunkers

•• And others…And others…
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